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We support the Sustainable  Development Goals



At the València Conference Centre we have set ourselves a challenge: 
to achieve a greater awareness of sustainability and, alongside this, to enrich 

the experience of those attending events while having a positive 
social impact on our community.

We are aware that this intention requires continued effort and global 
commitment, but we have a roadmap.

A GREEN 
PLATAFORM 
FOR
DIALOGUE

Sustainable Development  “… meets the needs 
of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs”. 

United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development.

The 2030 Agenda helps us to move along the path and get ever closer 
to fulfilling the 17 Sustainable Development goals (SDGs) 

of the United Nations. 



In addition to our aim of boosting the local economy
through conference activity, our focus on customers
an our social goals led us to make our activity compatible
with minimal environmental impact on the community, 
through considered resource consumption.

For this reason, we have created the Good Practice Guide,
where, in addition to sharing our enthusiasm for 
promoting healthy lifestyles and building sustainable
behavioural habits into our daily lives, we lead by example
to serve as an inspirational model for the sector. 

A sustainable event “is an event  
designed, organized and implemented 
in a way that minimizes potential 
negative impacts and leaves a beneficial
legacy for the host community
and all involved”. 

WHY HOLD A 
SUSTAINABLE 

EVENT? 

United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP)
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1.  Reduces the negative social and environmental impact created by an event in the comunity.
2. Gives added human and evironmental value to the evento..
3. Makes financial savings for both, the organization and attendees.
4. Encourages local employment (strategic allies) and imporve the city’s economy.
5. Raises awareness an educate to reduce environmental impact. 
6. Helps with brand positioning and generating good brand image.
7. Reinforces the relationship with sponsors and attendees. 
8. Creates event-environment-organisation emotional links.
9. Inspires innovation and technology which is creative an responsibly managed.
10. Demostrates tha there is a way to organise events eco-responsibly.

10 ADVANTAGES OF A 
SUSTAINABLE EVENT



We have the experience of more than 
3100 events in which 2.3 million people
participated. This background means we 
have a specialised team that 
understands each need and ensures 
progress in the implementation of 
actions to fulfil the SDGs. 
Based on this work and on cases of 
success we suggest you use these 
recommendations as a guide for the
organisation of your event. 

HOW CAN WE 
HELP?
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Did you know there are 1000 hotel rooms within a 1 km radius of the Conference Centre?
We recommend that the participants of your event stay in hotels near the Centre.
We are located 7 minutes from the international airport Valéncia-Manises and 8 minutes
from the city centre and the high-speed trainline (AVE). We are well connected to the rest 
of the city via metro, taxi, bus, bicycle and tram. 

TRANSPORT

More information

Use public transport or electric vehicles. València has an extensive public transport 
network which includes electric and hybrid buses. In addition, it has more than 160 km of 
bike lanes and five million square metres of parks and gardens.
Make sure that your event participants are aware of transport options before arriving.

PROMOTE
SUSTAINABLE

MOBILITY

https://www.palcongres-vlc.com/en/the-valencia-conference-centre/location-and-accessibility


JOIN THE 
THREE “R’s” 

OF CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY

Use digital screens for displaying posters, informative tablets in 
the lobbies, digital lecterns on stages, and LED screens for signage.

Attendee accreditation via QR codes facilitates registration and 
avoids in-person contact.

Use specific applications to create download links for 
presentations or for the event programme. 

Use the minimum packaging possible for goods on the stand to 
keep the volume as small as possible, and use recycled components 
and then reuse them.

Reduce
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Recycle
We have different waste bins distinguished by colour for 
separating organic waste, paper, and plastic at our facilities.

In addition,  Proyecto RECICLOS (RECYCLES Project) awards 
recycling through sustainable or social incentives: “green” 
mobility, or support for vulnerable groups or local projects.

Our stands are made from recycled and recyclable materials. 
We use wood with FCS and PEFC certifications, as well 
using the GLOBAL G.A.P. Chain of Custody (CoC) Standard.
At the end of the event the carpets will be taken to a 
recycling point.



Canvasses used for posters can be reused as bedding in an animal shelter or as a 
primary material for a local artist who creates foam silhouettes of figures.

With regard to the furniture, when we notice that there are superficial flaws, we 
organise for it to be sent to another business or shop so it can continue to be of use. 

Reuse
More information
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https://www.palcongres-vlc.com/uploads/expositores/2022/Exhibitors%20Handbook%20VERSI%C3%93N%20WEB.pdf


We offer a style of "street food" linked to the Mediterranean tradition of offering 
surprising and constantly updated experiences. We also cater for coeliacs, vegans,
and vegetarians, and have an organic menu available. The high quality standards are 
due to the presence of a professional team, guided by the València World Centre 
for Sustainable Urban Food (CEMAS). This alliance allows knowledge and good practices 
to be shared to strengthen healthy and sustainable food systems.

We are committed to local products, we offer sustainable 
options with seasonal produce, we avoid using species in
danger of extinction and prioritise the Mediterranean diet, 
inspiring healthy eating habits.

CONTRIBUTE 
TO HEALTHY 
AND 
SUSTAINABLE 
FOOD

We have also reduced plastic use by 90%.



Minimise food waste by choosing options that are practical to take-away 
or divide into portions, particularly on the last day of the event.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
HELP US IN OUR COMMITMENT

Avoid options based on foods with a large carbon footprint.

Use table centrepieces made from seasonal produce that can be 
transformed into food to donate to vulnerable groups. 
It is a good idea to ask your attendees to sign up for meals so that you 
know exactly how many will be present.
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ARE YOU READY 
TO CREATE 
YOUR EVENT 
LEGACY?

Have you considered that your event can generate benefits that will continue 
even after its end? As well as reducing its environmental impact, you can 
have a positive social impact on the environment, enriching and completing 
your experience.

We calculate the carbon footprint of your event and offer your absorption 
projects rooted in nature so you can offset it. These include sustainable 
agriculture projects like the recovery of natural spaces and green infrastructure.

How about a charity run through the 12 km landscaped gardens of the Túria Garden, 
which takes you all the way to the Mediterranean Sea? Support disadvantaged groups 
and employ them when preparing your event.

Share social activities such as exhibitions or sessions with academic or scientific groups 
with the community,

Contract local suppliers.

Choose experiences of immersion in Valencian culture and popular traditions through 
the musical and artistic roots of the city.
Remember that Las Fallas in Valencia are classified as Intangible Cultural Heritage.
Why not create a themed falla for your event?



Sustainable agriculture and 
urban vegetable patches

In this type of project the natural absorption of emissions 
equivalent to the validated footprint of the event is 
financed, audited and certified to retrospectively 
compensate for the environmental impact.

Absorption projects registered 
with the Ministry for the 
Ecological Transition and the 
Demographic Challenge

These are not actions in themselves, rather they 
exclusively deal with the acquisition of CO2 credits  
for previously validated reforestation projects.

Reforestation on mount  
“La Capellanía”  

Venta del moro, València

Forestry restauration and 
creation of a forestry carbon sink 

 Dos Aguas, València

Bosque Eurofred
Artana, Castellón

ABSORPTION 
PROJECTSCOMPENSATE 

FOR THE CARBON 
FOOTPRINT OF  
YOUR EVENT



POSITIVE IMPACT 
PROJECTS
Circular economy and zero waste actions  
Projects for the recovery of natural spaces 
Projects for Nature-based Solutions (NBS)

These projects are based on the real, audited and certified 
accounting of the avoided emissions of a third activity, as a 
positive impact on the environment and to compensate for the 
real emissions of the event.

COMPENSATING 
FOR THE CARBON 
FOOTPRINT OF 
YOUR EVENT

Cleaning 
plastics

Furniture made 
from recycled 

materials



Encourage
Encourage healthy habits, walking or cycling, the use of recycled material for events.
Have you ever considered that your congress participants' briefcases could be made from
recycled canvases?

 Prevent
Prevent food waste - this is not a financially-based decision, but rather one based on social factors. 

Communicate 
Communicate the value and effects of your sustainable event. Share your commitment with your 
participants, it is one of the key motivating factors for your attendees.

WE SUGGEST 
YOU

BECAUSE 
THIS IS 

HOW WE GO 
FURTHER



@PalcongresVLC
www.palcongres-vlc.com

Contact our team

https://www.palcongres-vlc.com/en/the-valencia-conference-centre/our-team
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKO3-Tru_-Ew5Gbni7olDcA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/valencia-conference-centre
https://twitter.com/PalcongresVLC
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